From

The General Manager/Commercial,
UHBVN, Panchkula.

To

All CEs/(OP)/SEs(OP)Xens/SDOs/op,
JEs-I, Incharge in UHBVN.

Memo No. Ch-23/SS-403/Ind.feeder/Police lines/Jails
Dated: 8.5.2008


HERC in its tariff order for 2005-06 directed the utilities to provide individual connections to the residents citing its orders dated 22.5.2001. Accordingly, the instructions issued previously were amended and applicants were allowed individual connections.

In order to control pilferage of electricity in Govt. colonies including colonies of Boards and Corporations, it has been decided to take following steps:

1. To Provide additional 11 KV metering (check meter) at the main entrance gate and tap off the 11 KV line and erect distribution transformers of small capacity thereafter.
2. All Bare ACSR conductor of LT lines shall be replaced with ABC cables.
3. All meters shall be provided outside the premises on the main road in specially built water proof pillar boxes and properly sealed.
4. The reading in respect of all the connections and check meter should be taken simultaneously and in the event of variation in consumption by more than 5%, the difference of units should be proportionately added in the bills of all the consumers.
5. The check meter installed at the main entrance gate shall be properly checked and sealed by the M&P authorities and the same shall be kept properly locked.
6. SDO(OP) concerned of the area shall be personally responsible for compliance of the above and also to ensure that the losses are within 5% and recoveries 100%.

The above instructions shall be applicable to both new as well as existing connections released in Govt. colonies including colonies of the Boards and Corporations.

The above instructions should be brought to the notice of all concerned for careful and meticulous compliance please.

General Manager/Comml.,
UHBVN, Panchkula.